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Abstract

Most organisations using Open Data currently focus on data processing and

analysis. However, although Open Data may be available online, these data

are generally of poor quality, thus discouraging others from contributing to and

reusing them. This paper describes an approach to publish statistical data from

public repositories by using Semantic Web standards published by the W3C,

such as RDF and SPARQL, in order to facilitate the analysis of multidimensional

models. We have defined a framework based on the entire lifecycle of data

publication including a novel step of Linked Open Data assessment and the use

of external repositories as knowledge base for data enrichment. As a result, users

are able to interact with the data generated according to the RDF Data Cube

vocabulary, which makes it possible for general users to avoid the complexity of

SPARQL when analysing data. The use case was applied to the Barcelona Open

Data platform and revealed the benefits of the application of our approach, such

as helping in the decision-making process.
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1. Introduction

The technological advances made in the last few decades have enhanced and

connected the entire globe. In June 2018, more than 4 billion users worldwide

were connected to the Internet, which is approximately 55% of the world’s pop-

ulation [1]. This scenario has generated a huge volume and variety of data that5

are inadequate for traditional computers, and which are known as Big Data [2].

The publication of Open Data has recently attracted great interest among

the research community [3]. Open Data are data that can be freely accessible

and that become usable when made available in a common, machine-readable

format, thus allowing them to be automatically read and processed by a com-10

puter. Tim Berners-Lee [4] proposed a new model called Linked Data to publish

machine-readable information as structured data, based on RDF [5]. RDF en-

codes facts as triples, including a subject, a property and an object, each of

which is identified by a Universal Resource Identifier (URI). Linked Open Data

(LOD) are, meanwhile, Linked Data that are released under an open licence.15

However, querying content published as LOD effectively means understanding

the semantic concepts contained in the repository and being able to write com-

plex queries in Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [6].

Many libraries, museums, and archives are currently exploring ways in which

to publish their catalogues as Open Data and to develop new interfaces that20

will provide the users of cultural heritage websites with a richer experience.

Moreover, several cities around the world, such as Madrid, London, Barcelona,

Paris or New York, have become great producers of data [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. The

publication of statistical data by means of reliable standards enables easy reuse,

and the efficient management of this volume of data is crucial if the public is25

provided with consistent and structured information. However, all too often,

Government data may be available online, but are still of poor quality, thus

discouraging others from contributing to and reusing them [12, 13, 14]. In

[15], seven Open Data portals are assessed obtaining a low score regarding the

machine-processable indicator, which means that they publish data mostly in30
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PDF, DOC, XLS, and other non-processable formats. In addition, Muller et al.

[16] noted that in order to exploit data sources, focused on non-conventional

data, a series of challenges had to be addressed, the main one, the quality of

the data.

According to the Open Data Barometer report [17], good quality Open Data35

needs to be: (i) Available online so as to reach the widest practical range of users

and uses; (ii) Machine-readable so that large datasets can be analysed efficiently;

(iii) Available in bulk so that they can be downloaded as one dataset and easily

analysed by a machine; (iv) Free of charge so that anyone can access them no

matter what their budget is; (v) Open-licensed so that anyone will be able to40

use and reuse the data.

Several openly available knowledge graphs (KGs), based on LOD concepts,

have been created in parallel, such as DBpedia [18], Wikidata [19] and YAGO

[20]. These KGs cover general knowledge, also known as cross-domain knowl-

edge, rather than knowledge concerning special domains. KGs are a rich source45

of information to enrich datasets, since they provide structured data such as

links to other authorities (e.g. GeoNames) that can be further exploited, and

access to descriptions and properties in multiple languages.

The main contributions of this paper are the following: (a) the proposal

of a framework to enhance the enrichment and publication of Open Data by50

means of multidimensional models and LOD; (b) the definition of a novel step of

LOD assessment using different criteria concerning data quality; (c) the dataset

exploitation providing dashboards that allow non-expert users to interact with

data generated according to the RDF Data Cube vocabulary (using existing

tools such as CubeViz); and (d) the evaluation of the framework by means of55

a case study applied to the Barcelona’s official Open Data platform illustrating

how the transformation process can aid in the decision-making process.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents work

related to Open Data and the publication of statistical data, while Section 3

describes our approach for use in the publishing of statistical data from dis-60

parate sources. Section 4 describes a real case scenario using the data from the
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Barcelona Open Data platform, and finally, Section 5 shows our conclusions and

future work.

2. Related work

In this section, we provide an overview of the concepts and previous research65

related to Open Data, along with the current state of Open Data reuse.

2.1. Open Data

Open Data are a key resource for social innovation and economic growth

[21], and have a tremendous commercial value [22]. Providing access to data

concerning public services by means of Open Data will open up a new scenario70

in which governments will be able to collaborate with citizens as regards, for

example, the evaluation of public services. Moreover, both traditional businesses

and new entrepreneurs are using Open Data not only to better understand

potential markets, but also to build new data-driven products.

Many cities in the world are currently producing huge amounts of data.75

A discussion regarding Open Data utilisation in five smart cities (Barcelona,

Chicago, Manchester, Amsterdam, and Helsinki) was presented by Ojo [23].

Dong [24] provides a detailed explanation of the datasets for each Canadian

city, including the different data catalogues and their detailed characteristics.

Both highlight the significance of Open Data and its resulting innovations in80

these cities.

Cities normally group their datasets into categories based on government

activities, such as security, culture and leisure, environment, transport and city

facilities [25].

The format of an open dataset refers to how the data are structured and85

published for humans and machines. Choosing the right format enhances their

management and reuse. However, a satisfactory response to users’ needs could

be provided by using common formats (e.g. text files) and others that are more

advanced and not so widespread [26].
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In order to make data available, publishers generally organise a central cat-90

alogue in which to list the datasets. It is also possible to consider alternatives

means, such as the use of an Application Programming Interface (API), which

allows programmers to identify and select data from the entire data set by us-

ing a custom set of criteria, rather than downloading the entire dataset. Others

initiatives propose a conceptual model which is able to originate an effective scal-95

able e-Government ontology [27]. In addition, the interlinking of Schema.org to

vocabularies has been analysed in order to enhance the enrichment process of a

dataset [28].

In addition, since cities are complex systems producing huge amounts of

data, there are still research challenges concerning the study of advanced tech-100

niques of visualisation and services to enable data exploration. In this context,

smart city ontologies, such as Smart City Ontology (SCO), provide a powerful

tool for semantics-enabled exploration of urban data [29, 30].

Free and open knowledge bases such as Wikidata1 have, meanwhile, been

growing in popularity, thus promoting the publication and reuse of Open Data.105

Wikidata takes an innovative approach by providing an online workflow in order

to propose the creation of new properties that are discussed in a participatory

manner and, if there are some supporters and a consensus is reached, the prop-

erty is eventually created by an administrator.

2.2. Barriers to Open Data reuse110

Today, most organisations using Open Data focus on data processing and

analysis, and some of the services provided are, for instance, the transformation

of raw data into actionable insights. However, much work must still be done if

the full potential of reusing Open Data is exploited [31].

According to the report published by the European Commission concerning115

the reuse of Open Data [32], both external and internal barriers remain, which

hinder re-users from standardising or automating the collection and processing

1https://www.wikidata.org, accessed 11-February-2019.
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of Open Data. The report concludes with a series of recommendations for both

the public and private sectors.

Ruijer [13] suggested that the interaction among governments, industries120

and universities could overcome the barriers that prevent governments from

implementing new technologies and smart processes, owing to their tight budgets

and human resource constraints.

In [14], data users cited that the lack of basic guidelines for the use and

enrichment of the available data has a negative impact on the reuse level. They125

suggested the creation of a basic reuse kit including a guideline that would

help them to download, connect, enrich and display released data, which could

help re-users to understand how the city’s open datasets could be used in a

meaningful way.

Link [12] suggested factors that could reduce the impact of Open Data, such130

as recollection by automated tools that pose challenges as regards guaranteeing

privacy, data quality, and analysing the data. When it comes to considering

which dataset to use, data-quality is a crucial aspect. A number of initiatives

have been undertaken in order to specify and evaluate the quality of linked data

[33, 34]. The evaluation of a LOD includes several aspects such as consistency,135

accuracy, and completeness.

2.3. Methodologies for publishing Linked Open Data

As more Open Data are published on the Web, best practices and guide-

lines are also evolving. In [35], a Linked Data life-cycle workflow architecture

is proposed based on four components: (1) Acquisition, (2) Ontology Learning140

Method, (3) RDF Store and (4) Analysis System. In [36], limitations and draw-

backs of current frameworks are identified and a methodology for publishing

LOD with the use of cloud computing is proposed.

The W3C Government Linked Data Working Group proposes a guide to aid

in the access and re-use of Open Government Data [37]. In addition to this145

guide, several publications propose life cycle models, that share common activ-

ities, such as specifying, modelling and publishing data in standard open Web
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formats. Hyland [38] provides a lifecycle consisting of the following activities:

(1) Identify, (2) Model, (3) Name, (4) Describe, (5) Convert, (6) Publish, and

(7) Maintain. In Villazón [39], the authors propose a preliminary set of method-150

ological guidelines to assist in the generation, publication and exploitation of

Linked Government Data. Their life cycle consists of the following activities:

(1) Specify, (2) Model, (3) Generate, (4) Publish, and (5) Exploit. They capture

the tasks that are required in a traditional information management workflow,

but provide different boundaries between these tasks [37].155

We can conclude this section emphasizing that we identified a lot of common

features and functionalities between compared frameworks. However, some key

features were omitted or not used, such as the use of external repositories as

knowledge base for data enrichment (for instance, Wikidata or GeoNames), and

the inclusion of a step to perform the assessment of LOD.160

2.4. Linked data and multidimensional datasets

In the topic of LOD, multidimensional models are the combination of dif-

ferent datasets, which enable the application of evaluation techniques by means

of statistics and indicators [40, 41]. According to the W3C, a statistical data

set comprises a collection of observations that can be organised into a set of165

dimensions, attributes and measures, known as components [37].

The RDF Data Cube vocabulary [42] is a W3C recommendation for the pub-

lication of multidimensional data, such as statistics, on the Web. It specifically

defines the dimensions, attributes and measures used in the dataset and builds

upon existing RDF vocabularies (for example, SKOS, SCOVO, Dublin Core,170

FOAF, etc.). The Data Cube vocabulary is compatible with SDMX (Statistical

Data and Metadata eXchange), an ISO standard used to exchange and share

statistical data and metadata among organisations.

Literature also contains some examples of the use of multidimensional mod-

els and Linked Data [43, 41]. In [44, 45], a new vocabulary is proposed as an175

extension of RDF Data Cube vocabulary that supports advanced OLAP op-

erations, such as rollup, slice, dice, and drill-across, using standard SPARQL
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queries. Several national statistics institutes including Italy,2 Ireland,3 Greece,4

Scotland,5 UK6 and Japan [46] provide their statistical data as LOD based on

the RDF Data Cube vocabulary. In [47], the publication of official pension180

statistics as LOD based on the RDF Data Cube vocabulary illustrates how the

data is reused in applications and how it contributes to statistical indicators in

combination with other LOD. In addition, AirBase is the European air quality

dataset maintained by the Environmental European Agency which represents

air pollution information as an RDF data cube, which has been linked to the185

YAGO and DBpedia knowledge bases [48].

In parallel, new applications for the visualisation and exploration of statisti-

cal data based on the RDF Data Cube vocabulary have recently been published.

IT-infrastructures often have strict requirements regarding the integration of

new applications. Traditional client-server applications depend on the avail-190

ability of the server-side part. In contrast, CubeViz.js [49] is a client-side only

application that allows connections to be made to a SPARQL endpoint or a file

dataset. CubeViz.js is based on the RDF Data Cube vocabulary and is able to

process the Data Cubes provided by a self-maintained SPARQL endpoint, along

with Data Cubes that are published as Turtle or JSON files. Moreover, [50] pro-195

pose four methods for linked data viewing identifying potential uses cases of a

dataset such as, an overview of queries and different tools to allow data to be

visualized.

However, some challenges remain related to the creation of cubes as linked

data and approaches to addressing them, highlighting the difficulties to integrate200

different sources and the development of generic software tools [51].

2http://datiopen.istat.it/index.php?language=eng
3http://data.cso.ie/sparql
4http://linked-statistics.gr/sparql
5https://statistics.gov.scot/
6http://statistics.data.gov.uk/sparql
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2.5. Findings and contributions of our proposal

After reviewing the previous work, we identified a lot of common features

between the frameworks oriented towards publishing and exploiting linked data.

However, some key features were omitted or not used. We present below the205

main challenges and open issues in this area:

• The inclusion of a step to perform the assessment of LOD.

• The use of external repositories as knowledge base for data enrichment.

• The improvement of data exploitation and visualization.

• The analysis of the different data sources to automate their integration.210

Below, we summarize the main contributions presented in this paper:

• The proposal of a generic framework to enhance the enrichment and pub-

lication of Open Data by means of multidimensional models and LOD.

• The definition of a novel step of LOD assessment using different criteria

concerning data quality.215

• The enrichment of the original dataset by using links to external reposi-

tories (such as Wikidata and GeoNames).

• The dataset exploitation providing: (a) dashboards that allow non-expert

users to interact with data generated according to the RDF Data Cube vo-

cabulary (using existing tools such as CubeViz), and (b) a public SPARQL220

endpoint for expert users.

• The evaluation of the framework by means of a case study applied to the

Barcelona’s official Open Data platform illustrating how the transforma-

tion process can aid in the decision-making process.
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3. The framework for publishing Linked Open Data225

In the following subsections, we describe each step of our framework based

on the life cycle of Villazón [39] which includes the main methodological guide-

lines oriented towards publishing and exploiting linked data. Our approach

enhances the original process of Villazón by including an additional step of

LOD assessment based on the methodology proposed by [34] and adapted to230

the specificities of data cube repositories. Furthermore, the enrichment of the

original dataset by using connections to external repositories has been carried

out. In addition, to facilitate the repository exploitation, dashboards and a

public SPARQL endpoint have been made available. In Figure 1 the proposed

framework is shown.235

Figure 1: The framework for publishing Linked Open Data.

3.1. Data source specification

The format of a dataset refers to how data are structured and published for

humans and machines. Choosing the right format enhances management and

reuse. While the most common format used by organisations to publish data is

CSV (Comma Separated Files), which is simple to understand, highly reusable240
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and machine-readable, more advanced approaches use XML, RDF and JSON,

thus providing a higher level of information in terms of semantics [26]. However,

in some cases, statistics are more understandable and readable when using XLS

as a format, but its macros and formulas may be hard to handle.

In addition, it is not possible to guarantee the homogeneity of Open Data245

data across institutions owing to the variety of data formats, vocabularies and

external repositories. Common problems appear, such as textual errors, typos,

abbreviations, languages, a lack of information and the disambiguation of loca-

tions [52]. The pre-processing step, therefore, generally includes a set of parsers

(e.g. implemented in Java, Python or using Extraction, Transform and Load250

tools [53]) in order to normalise the information contained in the source data.

Our approach is based on the development of Extraction, Transform and

Load (ETL) processes designed by means of Pentaho Data Integration (Ket-

tle),7 which is a modern data integration platform that allows access to and

the preparation, combination and analysis of unstructured data, in order to255

normalise the data obtained from heterogeneous data sources.

It is important to note that although data sources may differ across institu-

tions, our approach is generic in order to facilitate its application to any domain.

This process requires the identification of commons points in the data sources

in order to join them. Once the original data sources are treated as a whole,260

several additional tasks are required such as cleaning and normalising the data.

As a result of this semi-automatic process, a unique file with the integrated

information is returned which is finally used to create the RDF.

3.2. RDF data modelling

This step covers the transformation from the original sources into the form265

of a multidimensional data model, including components such as dimensions,

measures and attributes. The dimension components are used to provide infor-

7https://wiki.pentaho.com/display/EAI/Pentaho+Data+Integration+%28Kettle%29+

Tutorial, accessed 11-February-2019.
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mation about the observations, i.e., the time to which the observation applies,

or a geographic location at which the observation occurs. The measure compo-

nents represent the fact being observed, such as the population of a region or270

per capita income. The attribute components serve to qualify the observations,

i.e., the specification of the units of measures, along with, additional metadata,

such as the status of the observation (e.g. hidden, checked).

Multidimensional data models, may, in particular, have different relational

representations, including the star schema and the snowflake schema [54], both275

of which use dimension tables to describe data aggregated in a fact table.

The most common is the star schema, whose main feature is that its dimen-

sion tables are not normalised. This representation looks like a star, in which

the dimension tables surround the central fact table. The granularity inside

each dimension is also determined by the need for details. With regard to the280

snowflake schema, the most important difference is that the dimension tables are

normalised and the hierarchies are divided into separate tables, thus allowing a

better understanding of the classification levels defined in the dimension.

However, in order to allow the linking of this data to external knowledge

bases, it is necessary to transform the data into RDF. In the case of the ontolo-285

gies, the W3C Government Linked Data Working Group recommends, as far as

possible, the reuse of standardised vocabularies to facilitate the inclusion and

expansion of the Web of data [37].

The RDF Data Cube vocabulary uses the class qb:dataSet to identify a collec-

tion of observations typed as qb:Observation. Dimensions, attributes and mea-290

sures are represented as RDF properties, typed as the abstract qb:ComponentProperty

class, which in turn has sub-classes qb:DimensionProperty, qb:AttributeProperty

and qb:MeasureProperty. The dimension components serve to identify the ob-

servations, such as the time at which the observation occurs or the geographic

location. The measure components represent the fact being observed, while295

the attribute components enable the qualification and interpretation of the ob-

served values by adding metadata concerning units of measure or the status of

the observation.
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Publishing multidimensional data by means of the RDF Data Cube vocab-

ulary has several important benefits. Rather than providing consumers with300

static files such as CSV and PDF, the dataset is published as a machine readable

and non-proprietary format. Moreover, individual observations are addressable,

thus allowing third-party usage by creating references. Moreover, many compo-

nents and tools are built upon the RDF Data Cube vocabulary, which enables

its adoption and simplifies the set-up process and adjustment.305

3.3. Data generation

This step includes the transformation of the source data into a machine

readable language, i.e., RDF, thereby providing interoperability and links to

other datasets. The transformation may be carried out in a batch or in a

graphically-aided manner.310

For example, Jena8 is a Java API that can be used to create and manipulate

RDF graphs, and provides classes to represent graphs, resources, properties and

literals.

Moreover, OpenRefine9 is a standalone open source desktop application for

data cleanup and transformation to other formats. OpenRefine allows us to au-315

tomatically transform raw data into a machine readable language, thus enabling

graphical mapping from a project onto an RDF skeleton and its subsequent ex-

portation in RDF format. The RDF schema alignment skeleton specifies how

the RDF data will be generated from the source data. The cells in each record

of the data will be placed in nodes within the skeleton.320

Datasets become more useful and reusable when they are closely interlinked

with other collections. These links are described by means of the owl:sameAs

relationship and they contribute to the rich connectivity promoted by LOD. The

interlinking process normally takes place in two steps: (i) an automatic proce-

dure extracts the information from the data source, parses textual information325

8https://jena.apache.org/documentation/rdf/index.html, accessed 11-February-2019.
9https://github.com/OpenRefine/OpenRefine, accessed 11-February-2019.
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and finds the candidate links to external resources and (ii) a further manual re-

finement is carried out by data curators in order to validate the external links.

However, in some cases the automatic procedure can be particularly difficult

and data curators are assisted by tools. For instance, the Mix’n’match10 tool

permits users to match Wikidata entries with a list of topics from external330

repositories in a fast and simple manner.

Many repositories can currently be used to enrich a dataset depending on

the context. More and more systems rely on gazetteers in order to link nat-

ural language texts to geographical locations, with GeoNames being arguably

the most commonly used gazetteer at present [55]. With regard to knowledge335

graphs, DBpedia and, more recently, Wikidata have become very popular within

the community. In general, they provide an API in order to consume the data,

which can be easily adopted.

Our approach is based on OpenRefine, since is a powerful tool as regards

working with heterogeneous data, transforming it to a uniform vocabulary and340

enriching it with external repositories.

3.4. Data publishing

The rapid development of the Semantic Web has promoted an increase in

RDF data on the Web. As a result, a set of techniques to store RDF data have

been proposed. The efficient storage of RDF data has already been discussed345

in literature [56, 57]. There are several ways in which to store RDF data (com-

monly known as triple stores) that support data storage mechanisms, inference,

update options, scalability, SPARQL endpoint and distribution, among others.

Many options based on Javascript have recently been proposed [58]. However,

other approaches directly use the final dataset, thus avoiding complex technical350

requirements such as installation and configuration.

In addition, the use of terms and properties from vocabularies to describe

RDF datasets facilitates their discovery. For example, the Vocabulary of Inter-

10https://tools.wmflabs.org/mix-n-match/, accessed 11-February-2019.
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linked Datasets (VoID) [59] is concerned with metadata related to RDF datasets.

By providing licensing information, users are aware of the conditions and355

terms of use. In general, this information is specified in RDF by means of

relations such as dcterms:licence and dcterms:rights, either in the dataset

or in a separate VoID file.

Since directly publishing the final dataset reduces complex maintenance

tasks, our approach proposes the publication of RDF as a file that can be ac-360

cessed by third-parties, including metadata, such as licensing information, and

described by means of VoID.

3.5. LOD assessment

Färber et al. proposed a list of data-quality criteria to evaluate Knowledge

Graphs (KGs) in the LOD context [34]. This approach employs the concepts365

of criteria, dimensions and categories originally proposed by previous research

concerning data-quality [60].

A data-quality criterion is a function with values in the range 0–1 which

scores a particular feature –such as availability and timeliness frequency. A

data-quality dimension comprises one or more criteria which are grouped into370

categories as is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: The data-quality dimensions proposed by Färber et al. grouped by category.

Category Dimensions

Intrinsic category Accuracy, Trustworthiness, Consistency

Contextual category Relevancy, Completeness, Timeliness

Representational data-quality Ease of understanding, Interoperability

Accessibility category Accessibility, License, Interlinking

The procedures proposed by Färber et al. [34] to evaluate every criterion

have been here adapted to the specificities of data cube repositories. Section

4.5 details how each criterion has been applied to the use case.
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3.6. Data exploitation375

This step covers the exploitation of the dataset as a result of the transforma-

tion process. In order to exploit it to its full potential, it is necessary to provide

dashboards that enable users with limited knowledge and a lack of Informa-

tion Technology (IT) skills to interact with the dataset. CubeViz.js generates

a faceted browsing widget that can be used to interactively filter observations380

that are to be visualised in charts. In addition, a public SPARQL endpoint

could be enabled in order to facilitate the access and reuse the dataset.

4. A real case scenario

According to the State of European Cities Report11 and the priorities for

EU regional and urban development,12 EU cities are on the front line as regards385

climate action, boosting innovation and reducing our impact on the planet.

Much work had been done to raise awareness among the public in general in

order to improve the quality of life of many citizens. By exploiting and reusing

the data provided by Open Data platforms, it is possible to foresee problems that

may occur in the future. Data can be enriched by means of different repositories,390

along with being displayed using dashboards that permit decision makers to

analyse how critical parts of their organisation are performing. However, an

Open Data platform may often have this information as textual content but not

in a structured model, thus making the search process cumbersome.

Our approach has been evaluated by using the data from the Barcelona395

Open Data platform in the context of Open Government Data. This case study

is focused on the state of the critical cleaning spots in the city of Barcelona.13 A

critical cleaning spot is a geographical location in which various problems can be

11https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/themes/urban-development/

cities-report, accessed 11-February-2019.
12https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/how/priorities, accessed 11-

February-2019.
13http://opendata-ajuntament.barcelona.cat/data/en/dataset/

punts-critics-neteja-barcelona, accessed 11-February-2019.
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identified, such as full rubbish bins and/or those in a poor state, heavy furniture,

old objects, etc. The data are obtained from a communication campaign to400

improve cleaning in the city of Barcelona, which was carried out in February

2017.

The details of each step of the publication process are described below.

4.1. Data source specification

This section presents the specification of the data sources according to the405

guidelines. As a result of this step, a CSV file format is obtained which can be

automatically processed. This is a regular text file used for storage of tabular

data in which the fields are separated using in this case, a comma. This is a

semi-automatic step that requires a previous analysis and the identification of

common points that allow the integration of data sources. The CSV file is used410

in the next step RDF Data Modelling.

In the case of the government data sources, we followed two paths:

• We reused data already opened up and published by the Barcelona Open

Data platform.14

• We identified datasets that share common joint points (i.e. district, geo-415

graphical location, etc.), and thus allowing further analysis.

Table 2 depicts the datasets that we have chosen for our case study, together

with the format in which they are available, which are the input data sources

in the ETL process. After an analysis of the data available on the Open Data

BCN platform, we selected urban environment and administrative boundary420

files which are available as CSV format. We have extracted data concerning the

critical cleaning spots in the city of Barcelona from the urban environment file.

These include the geographical location, the neighbourhood, the visits generated

by the critical point, and the reason why it is a critical point. This data has

14http://opendata-ajuntament.barcelona.cat, accessed 11-February-2019.
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Table 2: Government datasets used in the transformation process.

Data Provenance Format

Urban environment Open Data BCN Spreadsheet CSV

Administrative boundaries Open Data BCN Spreadsheet CSV

Distribution of income in Barcelona Open Data BCN text PDF

Population Open Data BCN text PDF

additionally been combined with the administrative boundary file in order to425

validate information regarding the neighbourhoods and areas of Barcelona.

In order to analyze whether population and income influenced the critical

points, we combined this information with urban environment and adminis-

trative boundary files. Territorial income distribution and population data in

the city of Barcelona have been extracted from a PDF file, considered as poor430

quality since they are not suitable to be automatically processed by a computer.

Once the source files are prepared, they can be read and processed sequen-

tially to get data about the critical spots. Several additional tasks are required

such as cleaning and normalising the data since the data in different sources

files are not consistent with each other, for example: the same data may use435

different field names; the same field contains information of various attributes,

so it is necessary to process the text to extract the data separately (e.g. the 3.

la Barceloneta text value contains the code and the name of the neighborhood).

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the transformation process

which has three entry points that correspond to three heterogeneous data sources440

in terms of format and content. Finally, the data sources are combined in a sin-

gle output file that will be later used to generate the RDF.

4.2. RDF data modelling

In Figure 3, we present our approach as a snowflake schema, including the

fact table, which stores aggregated data (critical cleaning spots, number of visits,445

income per capita, population and state) created from the datasets. Surrounding
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Figure 2: Transformation process based on Pentaho Data Integration (Kettle).

the fact table are the dimensions, in particular, time and region. Figure 3 is

a conceptual representation of the structure that follows the final dataset for a

better understanding of the use case.

The RDF data cube model obtained as a result of this step is based on the450

RDF Data Cube vocabulary, in which each resource is identified by an URI in

order to benefit from the value of LOD. The prefixes listed in Table 3 indicate the

namespaces used in the dataset. Following the design issues for the publication

of LOD [4], our approach is characterised by the following structure:

• the dataset is identified by {base URI}/dataset. A resource representing455

the entire dataset is created and typed as qb:DataSet and is then linked to

the corresponding data structure definition via the qb:structure property.

• the data structure definition of the dataset, which includes the com-

ponents such as dimensions, attributes and measures, is identified by

{base URI}/dsd and typed as qb:DataStructureDefinition.460

• the Data Cube vocabulary represents the dimensions, attributes and mea-

sures as RDF properties. Each is an instance of the abstract qb:ComponentProperty

class, which in turn has the sub-classes qb:DimensionProperty, qb:AttributeProperty

and qb:MeasureProperty. For instance, time and region are typed as

qb:DimensionProperty, while population, number of visits and critical465

cleaning spots are typed as qb:MeasureProperty.
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Figure 3: Conceptual representation as a snowflake schema for the critical cleaning spot in

which a fact describes a number of visits at a given space/time represented as the dimensions

region and time.
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Table 3: Prefixes for namespaces used in the dataset.

Prefix URI

dc http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/

dcterms http://purl.org/dc/terms/

foaf http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/

gn http://www.geonames.org/ontology#

owl http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

qb http://purl.org/linked-data/cube#

rdf http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

rdfs http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

skos http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#

sdmx-meas http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/measure#

sdmx-attr http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/attribute#

sdmx-concept http://purl.org/linked-data/sdmx/2009/concept#

void http://www.w3.org/TR/void#

wd http://www.wikidata.org/entity/

wdt http://www.wikidata.org/prop/direct/

• each quarter is identified by the URI {base URI}/quarter{quarter identifier}.

For instance, the quarter Sagrada Familia, which in the original dataset

has the identifier 6, is identified by the URI base URI/quarter6.

• years and months used across multiple datasets are identified by the URI470

{base URI}/Yyear and {base URI}/YyearMmonth, respectively. For in-

stance, the year 2017 is defined as Y2017, while Y2017M1 corresponds to

January 2017.

• finally, each observation is typed as qb:Observation and identified by a

URI which contains the date followed by an auto increment number. For475

example, {base URI}/201702/obs1 and {base URI}/201705/obs2.
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4.3. Data generation

This case study is based on OpenRefine to transform the source data into

the RDF Data Cube vocabulary. The mappings are used to create the dataset

structure, along with the observations and the components, using the appropri-480

ate URI for each element.

First of all, the resource which identifies our dataset ex:dataset is typed

as qb:DataSet and additional details such as a brief description and the li-

cence are provided. Then a qb:DataStructureDefinition resource is de-

fined which references a set of qb:ComponentSpecification resources. Each485

qb:ComponentSpecification references a dimension or a measure by means

of the property qb:dimension or qb:measure, respectively. Dimensions are

typed as qb:DimensionProperty (e.g. ex:geo) while measures are typed as

qb:MeasureProperty (e.g. ex:perCapitaIncome). Then, years and quar-

ters, providing links to Wikidata and GeoNames, are defined. Finally, mea-490

sures and dimensions are used to describe the observations which are typed

as qb:Observation. Figure 4 shows an example of the mapping employed to

produce the RDF dataset.

Figure 4: RDF Schema alignment with OpenRefine tool.

In order to promote data reuse and interoperability, the quarters have been

manually linked to Wikidata and GeoNames, by means of an owl:sameAs prop-495
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erty. The data is eventually exported to a readable RDF syntax, such as N3, as

shown in Listing 1.

ex : qua r t e r 1 a ex:Region ;

owl:sameAs wd:Q1758503 ;500

r d f s : l a b e l ”El Raval”@en .

ex:Y2017M2 a ex:Time ;

s k o s : p r e fLab e l ”2017/ february ”@en ;

sko s :b roade r ex:Y2017Q1 ;

s ko s : n o t a t i on ”Y2017M2” .505

<ht tp : // example . com/201702/ obs0>

a qb:Observat ion ;

qb :dataSet ex : da t a s e t ;

ex :geo ex : qua r t e r 1 ;

ex:perCapitaIncome ” 74 .6 ”ˆˆ xmls :double ;510

ex :popu la t i on ”47274”ˆˆ xmls :double ;

ex :numVis i t s ”1284”ˆˆ xmls :double ;

ex : t ime ex:Y2017M2 ;

sdmx−at t r :un i tMeasure ex : un i t ;

e x : s t a t e ” 7 .3 ”ˆˆ xmls :double ;515

e x : c r i t i c a lC l e a n i n g Sp o t s ”50”ˆˆ xmls :double .

Listing 1: Example of the statistics generated in N3 in which the resource ex:quarter1 which

is typed as ex:Region represents the quarter El Raval. The resource ex:Y2017M2 represents

February 2017. The last item obs0 is typed as qb:Observation and includes properties which

use the resources defined above such as Region and Time.

4.4. Data publishing

This step includes the publication of the dataset following the LOD prin-

ciples. Our approach reuses the original Creative Commons Attribution 4.015520

licence for the Government data sources. It is stored on an RDF4J server 16

which has enabled a public SPARQL endpoint.

15https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, accessed 11-February-2019.
16http://rdf4j.org/
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The dataset was described by means of VoID vocabulary, which helps data

producers to publish metadata in a human and machine-readable format. In

addition, DataHub was used as a platform on which to publish the dataset.17525

4.5. LOD assessment

The procedures proposed by Färber et al. [34] to evaluate every criterion

have been adapted to the specificities of data cube repositories, as will be ex-

plained in sections 4.5.1–4.5.11. The results obtained for the different criteria

are shown in Table 4. Next, we will explain in detail the criteria related to our530

proposal.

4.5.1. Accuracy

• Syntactic validity of RDF documents. To obtain the value of this crite-

rion, the RDF documents were validated with the RDF NTriples/Turtle

Validator,18 which confirmed that all were syntactically valid RDF docu-535

ments.

• Syntactic validity of literals. This allows to obtain if the literals val-

ues loaded in the dataset are syntactically valid. With the same RDF

NTriples/Turtle Validator it has been possible to check datatype errors. In

addition, properties such as time, latitude, and longitude associated with540

critical cleaning spots have been checked through regular expressions.

• Semantic validity of triples. This criterion evaluates whether the meanings

of the data in the triples are semantically correct. For example, checking if

it is also available from a reliable source such as the Open Data Barcelona

platform, which is an official source, or Wikidata. The value obtained545

indicates that a high percentage of the data is correct. For instance, the

17https://datahub.io/smartdataua/rdfdatacube-critical-cleaning-spots-bcn, ac-

cessed 11-February-2019.
18http://ttl.summerofcode.be/
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Table 4: Summary of the data-quality results.

Dimension Criterion Value

Accuracy Syntactic validity of RDF documents 1

Syntactic validity of literals 0.9976

Semantic validity of triples 1

Trustworthiness On dataset 0.25

On statement level 0

Using unknown and empty values 0

Consistency Consistency of schema restrictions during insertion

of new statements

0

Consistency of statements with respect to class con-

straints

1

Consistency of statements with respect to relations

constraints

1

Relevancy Creating a ranking of statements 0

Completeness Schema completeness 0.8

Column completeness 0.8

Population completeness 0.625

Timeliness Frequency 0.25

Specification of the validity period of statements 0

Specification of the modification date of statements 0

Ease of understanding Description of resources 0.12

Labels in multiple languages 0

Understandable RDF serialization 1

Self-describing URIs 1

Interoperability Avoiding blank nodes and RDF reification 1

Provisioning of several serialization formats 1

Using external vocabulary 0.57

Interoperability of proprietary vocabulary 1

Accessibility Dereferencing possibility of resources 1

Availability of the dataset 1

Availability of a public SPARQL endpoint 1

Provisioning of an RDF export 1

Support of content negotiation 0.5

Linking HTML sites to RDF serializations 0

Provisioning of metadata 1

Licensing Provisioning machine-readable licensing information 1

Interlinking Interlinking via owl:sameAs 0.12

Validity of external URIs 1
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RDF in Listing 2 shows how regions are linked to Wikidata by means of

the property owl:sameAs.19

ex : datase t a qb : DataSet ;550

r d f s : l a b e l ”Dataset ”ˆˆxmls : s t r i n g ;

r d f s : comment ”Overview de s c r i p t i o n about the datase t ” ;

qb : s t r u c tu r e ex : dsd ;

dc : pub l i s h e r ” Pub l i sher O f f i c e ”ˆˆxmls : s t r i n g .

ex : quarter1 a ex : Region ;555

owl : sameAs wd : Q1758503 ;

r d f s : l a b e l ”El Raval”@en .

ex : quarter2 a ex : Region ;

owl : sameAs wd : Q17154 ;

r d f s : l a b e l ”Gothic Quarter ”@en .560

Listing 2: RDF code in which entities typed as ex:Region are linked to Wikidata by means

of the property owl:sameAs.

4.5.2. Trustworthiness

• Trustworthiness on dataset level. The dataset is published by means of

an automatic conversion to LOD. The score 0.25 is defined in [34] as data

extracted from structured data sources.565

• Trustworthiness on statement level. Vocabularies have not been included

to describe the origin of the data, therefore, this criterion value is 0.

• Using unknown and empty values. No identifiers have been used to capture

the unknown and empty values, thus the value here is 0.

4.5.3. Consistency570

• Consistency of schema restrictions during insertion of new statements.

The score obtained is 0 since the user interface does not perform checks

restrictions during insertion of new statements.

19El Raval is linked to https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q1758503.
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• Consistency of statements with respect to class constraints. The owl:disjointWith

property has been used in order to check the class constraints. The con-575

straints class have been checked through the SPARQL endpoint. The

Listing 3 shows a SPARQL statement that checks that an entity can not

be typed as Dimension and Measure simultaneously. No inconsistencies

have been identified.
580

PREFIX qb : <http :// pur l . org / l inked−data/cube#>

PREFIX rd f : <http ://www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns#>

SELECT ? e

WHERE { ? e rd f : type qb : dimension .

? e rd f : type qb : measure }585

Listing 3: SPARQL query retrieving resources typed simultaneously as Dimension and Mea-

sure.

• Consistency of statements with respect to relation constraints. This crite-

rion evaluates the degree of consistency of the instance with the relation-

ship restrictions. For example, the relation rdfs:range indicates the type

of entities that can occur in the third position in a triple. This restriction590

can be verified with the SPARQL query shown in Listing 4.

PREFIX qb : <http :// pur l . org / l inked−data/cube#>

SELECT distinct ? rangeType

WHERE { ?x qb : measure ?o .595

?o a ? rangeType }

Listing 4: SPARQL query to assess the type of entities that can occur in the third position

in a triple.

4.5.4. Relevancy

• Creating a ranking of statements. The dataset does not support the rank-

ing of statements.600
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4.5.5. Completeness

In order to evaluate this dimension, it is also necessary to define a set of

classes and properties listed in Table 5, which is based on RDF Data Cube20

and DBpedia21 vocabulary.

Table 5: Gold standard which includes the classes and properties used to evaluate the com-

pleteness criteria.

Class Properties

Region name

District name

Point name, latitude, longitude

Observation point, per capita income, population, time, number

of visits, state, unit of measure

• Schema completeness. It has been calculated as the ratio of the number605

of classes and attributes of the gold standard that exist in the dataset.

A high score is obtained for this criterion because its main vocabulary

is based on the RDF Data Cube vocabulary. Although the latitude and

longitude properties are not included in our final dataset, they could be

automatically retrieved from Wikidata thanks to the owl:sameAs links.610

• Column completeness. This criterion is defined as the rate of instances

which have a specific property defined, averaged for all properties in the

gold standard. A value of 0.8 has been obtained since our dataset does

not store information about the geographical points.

• Population completeness. This criterion is defined as the extent to which615

our dataset covers the basic population. In order to select the most pop-

ular entities per class, we have used quantitative statements. The score

20https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/
21http://dbpedia.org/ontology/
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obtained by our dataset is low because it lacks well-known entities of our

gold standard, although all of them are represented in Wikidata.

4.5.6. Timeliness620

• Timeliness frequency. The frequency of updates was consulted by means of

properties such as dcterms:created, and the inspection of VoID files. The

score 0.25 in Färber’s methodology corresponds to discrete non-periodic

updates.

• Specification of the validity period of statements. The dataset does not use625

properties —such as Wikidata end time (P582)– to specify validity.

• Specification of the modification date of statements. No information con-

cerning modification dates such as dcterms:modified or schema:dateModified

were found.

4.5.7. Ease of understanding630

• Description of resources. The rate of entities described with the property

rdfs:label has been computed and found to be low.

• Labels in multiple languages. The string value of a property can be en-

coded in multiple languages by adding attributes such as @es, @en, etc.

The dataset declares the language of the rdfs:label and rdfs:comment635

properties, in which references only to English were found.

• Understandable RDF serialization. Alternative encodings that are more

understandable for humans than RDF include N-Triples, N3 and Turtle

[61]. The dataset provides only Turtle serialization and additional formats

can be obtained through the use of the SPARQL endpoint.22640

• Self-describing URIs. Self-descriptive URIs contain a readable description

of the entity rather than identifiers. The dataset contains a readable

description of the entity class and an identifier of the resource.

22http://docs.rdf4j.org/rest-api/#_content_types
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4.5.8. Interoperability

• Avoiding blank nodes and RDF reification. Blank nodes were checked by645

means of the isBlank SPARQL operator. The RDF reification vocabu-

lary23 is not used in the dataset.

• Provisioning of several serialization formats. By configuring the request,

the RDF server provides results in RDF/XML, JSON-LD and Turtle

which corresponds to score 1 in Färber et al. specifications.650

• Using external vocabulary. This score was obtained by obtaining the rate

of triples using an external vocabulary which correspond to 28 properties

from 8 external vocabularies.

• Interoperability of proprietary vocabulary. This criterion determines the

rate of classes and properties with at least one equivalence link to classes655

and properties in external vocabularies by means of properties such as

owl:sameAs, owl:equivalentClass, rdfs:subPropertyOf or rdfs:subClassOf.

All the classes and properties are taken from external vocabularies based

mainly on qb, DC, RDF and SKOS.

4.5.9. Accessibility660

• Dereferencing possibility of resources. A random choice of 100 URIs was

requested for all the libraries by using the application/rdf+xml field in

their HTTP header, and they all returned a correct RDF document.

• Availability of the dataset. The SPARQL endpoint was monitored for a

period of 15 days with a 5-minute check interval. No interruptions to the665

service were identified.

• Availability of a public SPARQL endpoint. The dataset is stored in an

RDF4J24 server and the SPARQL endpoint is located at http://data.

cervantesvirtual.com/rdf4j-server/repositories/rdfdatacube.

23https://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/#ch_reificationvocab
24http://rdf4j.org/
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• Provisioning of an RDF export. The dataset is available as a data dump670

based on N-Triples.

• Support of content negotiation. The consistency between the RDF serial-

ization format requested (RDF/XML, N3, Turtle, and N-Triples) and that

which was returned was checked. As a result, Turtle was not supported.

• Linking HTML sites to RDF serializations. This criterion has not been675

considered in our dataset since there is not an HTML website in which

items are browsed.

• Provisioning of repository metadata. The repository can be described us-

ing Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID) [59]. The dataset includes

a VoID file with the title, description, creators and vocabularies used.680

4.5.10. License

• Provisioning machine-readable licensing information. A license can be

specified by means of the relations dcterms:licence and dcterms:rights

included in either the dataset itself or a separate VoID file. Data are dis-

tributed under a Creative Commons25 license specified by means of a685

dcterms:rights property.

4.5.11. Interlinking

• Interlinking via owl:sameAs. This score is obtained as the rate of instances

having at least one owl:sameAs triple pointing to an external resource.

• Validity of external URIs. The number of timeouts and HTTP errors were690

computed when accessing a random sample of 100 URIs defined with the

owl:sameAs relation.

4.6. Data exploitation

In order to exploit the full potential of the dataset, and avoid technical

requirements such as the use of SPARQL, our approach uses CubeViz.js to695

25https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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provide statistical data exploration and visualisation. The application provides a

comprehensive set of features to select and visualise observations, thus assisting

in the decision-making process.26

Figure 5 shows an example of how to enable users to interact with the data

generated according to the RDF Data Cube vocabulary by means of a dash-700

board, which makes it possible for general users to avoid the complexity of

SPARQL when analysing data. The upper menu bar allows measures, such as

Population or State and dimensions, which are represented as Region (zones)

and Time (months) in Figure 5, to be filtered.

Figure 5: Critical cleaning spots in the Region (zones) and Time (months of 2017) dimensions.

Figures 6 and 7 show a graph representing critical cleaning spots and pop-705

ulation in the Region (for a selection of neighborhoods) and Time (February

2017) dimensions. In our case scenario, we concluded that there is no correla-

tion between the number of residents and the number of critical cleaning spots.

We also concluded that the number of critical cleaning spots does not change

26https://smartdataua.github.io/rdfdatacube/ accessed 11-February-2019.
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significantly over the year. However, we can confirm that there is a relationship710

between the number of critical cleaning spots and the low per capita income in

areas such as El Raval and El Poble Sec (see Figure 8).

Figure 6: Critical cleaning spots in the Region (selected zones) and Time (2017/February)

dimensions.

Figure 7: Population in the Region (selected zones) and Time (2017/February) dimensions.
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Figure 8: Per capita income in the Region (selected zones) and Time (2017/February) dimen-

sions.

Linking to other data sources makes it possible to add further information

to enhance the final dataset. Wikidata provides a full set of properties that

can be exploited, such as administrative subdivisions, dimensions, images and715

geographic proximity. Listing 5 shows an example of a SPARQL federated query

that is employed to execute queries distributed over different SPARQL endpoints

by means of the SERVICE keyword. This query was executed from our SPARQL

endpoint and merge data from Wikidata (such as geographic coordinates, area

occupied by a region and additional external identifiers) as an example of how720

expert users are allowed to exploit our dataset.

PREFIX owl : <http ://www.w3 . org /2002/07/ owl#>

PREFIX ex : <http :// example . com/>

PREFIX wdt : <http ://www. wik idata . org /prop/ d i r e c t />725

PREFIX wd : <http ://www. wik idata . org / en t i t y/>

SELECT DISTINCT ? s ? area ? coo rd ina t e s ?osmid

WHERE {

? s a ex : Region .730
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? s owl : sameAs ?wd .

SERVICE <https : // query . wik idata . org / sparq l>

{

?wd wdt : P625 ? coo rd ina t e s .

OPTIONAL {?wd wdt : P2046 ? area . }735

OPTIONAL {?wd wdt : P402 ?osmid . }

}

}

Listing 5: SPARQL federated query retrieving additional information such as the area of the

location, the OSM identifier and the geographic coordinates at Wikidata.

5. Discussion and conclusions740

The publication of Open Data has attracted the interest of the research

community to a great extent. Open data may be visually available online, but

are generally of poor quality, thus discouraging others from contributing to

and reusing that data. In this paper we have defined a framework suitable for

publishing and exploiting linked data including a new step of LOD assessment.745

The framework uses Semantic Web standards published by the W3C, such as

RDF and SPARQL, and focuses mainly on providing and facilitating the analysis

of multidimensional models. The main motivation for our research is based

on how to increase the value of Open Data and make it useful enriching and

assessing the quality of the data before exploitation.750

The proposed framework consists of 6 steps: (1) data source specification

(integration of different data through the ETL process in order to normalise

the data obtained from heterogeneous data sources); (2) RDF data modelling

(transformation of the original sources into the form of a multidimensional data

model based on RDF Data Cube vocabulary); (3) data generation (the data755

is then used to generate the RDF data by means of OpenRefine); (4) data

publishing (the RDF data is enriched and stored in our repository); (5) data

assessment (the methodology to evaluate the final dataset is provided); (6)
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data exploitation (dashboards and a public SPARQL endpoint are provided to

interact with the dataset).760

The main contributions of our framework are the following:

• The enrichment of the original dataset by using links to external reposito-

ries. In our experimentation, we established links to Wikidata and GeoN-

ames. In addition, data enrichment allows the inclusion of new indicators

by means of federated SPARQL queries.765

• A methodology to evaluate a dataset based on the RDF Data Cube vo-

cabulary. To solve the problem of the evaluation of the data quality we

decided to adapt the measures that are commonly used in the knowledge

graph domain to the specificities of data cube repositories. The original

methodology includes some criteria which may not be applicable to eval-770

uate the LOD created from Open Data platforms such as the criterion

consistency of schema restrictions during the insertion of new statements.

• The dataset exploitation using: (1) dashboards that allow non-expert users

to interact with data generated according to the RDF Data Cube vocab-

ulary; (2) a public SPARQL endpoint for expert users.775

The approach has been evaluated by using the data from the Barcelona Open

Data platform, and specifically, the state of critical cleaning spots in the city of

Barcelona.

We foresee several opportunities to improve our work, such as including the

data from other cities and adding multiple Linked Data repositories. We also780

plan to improve our dataset by using more vocabularies in addition to evaluating

new methods for the visualisation and exploitation of Government Linked Data.

Finally, the results of the data quality process will be taken into account in order

to identify features to improve the publication of the dataset such as the addition

of provenance and ranking information.785
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